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WITH(OUT)  WORDS:  BAYA MAHIEDDINE AND LALLA  ESSAYDI  

REIMAG(IN)ING  MAGHREBI  GIRLHOODS  THROUGH  THE  FEMALE 

GAZE  

C. Wakaba Futamura 

In Girl on Girl: Art and Photography in the Age of the Female Gaze, 
Charlotte Jansen compiles a diverse collection of works that demonstrate the 
power and impact of the female gaze. She moreover reminds her viewers of the 
essential yet devalued role that women play in re/presenting one another in the 
visual arts (Jansen 9). Unfortunately, due to the insufficient recognition that 
women artists have typically received, those whose names appear with their male 
counterparts almost seem to be the exceptions. Among renowned North African 
artists like Tunisian artist Mohamed Ben Soltane, Moroccan painter and novelist 
Mahi Binebine, Tunisian photographer Mouna Karray, and Algerian miniaturist 
Mohamed Racim whose works impress, question, and/or provoke, Algerian 
painter Baya Mahieddine (born Fatma Haddad, commonly known as Baya) and 
Moroccan photographer Lalla Essaydi stand out by predominantly featuring 
women through their female gaze. While coming from distinct cultural and 
socioeconomic backgrounds, both women produce captivating works that 
figuratively restore a voice and agency to Maghrebi women by challenging 
Western stereotypes and Arab norms that circumscribe their feminine identity and 
vocality. The objective of this article is therefore to examine how their art speaks 
out against Orientalist misinterpretations and questions gender-bound Arab 
traditions. 

Despite Baya’s reticence to discuss her colorful and unique depiction of 
women, animals, and vegetation, this Algerian painter’s mesmerizing gouaches 
have inspired abundant commentary by poets, writers, curators, and artists such 
as French surrealist André Breton, Algerian writer Assia Djebar, Moroccan 
literary critic and novelist Abdelkebir Khatibi, and Algerian painter Ali Silem. 
Through her accomplishments and artwork, she moreover instills “hope” among 
her fellow female compatriots in their “combat de femme” as they contend with 
gender-specific quotidian struggles (Khanna 210; Djebar 18). In contrast, Essaydi 
deluges her public with words, whether through her photo/calli-graphic texts or 
artist statements and interviews in which she discusses the content of her work. 
By inscribing (un)veiled women’s bodies with Arabic calligraphy, she produces 
provocative photographs that incite an introspective critique of the Western gaze 
while simultaneously sensitizing her Arab publics to reactionary compulsions that 
dictate the (in)visibility of women. 
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248 Women in French Studies 

From post-colonial and feminist angles, I argue that while Baya speaks 
through her silence and Essaydi immerses her public in a flood of words, both 
women use their female gaze to create artwork that serves to reimag(in)e the 
girlhoods of Maghrebi women. By first situating Baya and Essaydi within their 
cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds, I demonstrate how their disparate lived 
realities help elucidate their (lack of) personal feedback regarding the motivation 
behind and significance of their work. Next, I examine their representation of their 
girlhoods through the female gaze, an insufficiently addressed yet principal point 
of convergence between the two artists. Finally, I consider how Baya’s gouaches 
and Essaydi’s photographs serve as a corrective window or a reflective mirror 
with respect to mainstream Western and Arab assumptions about North African 
women. While their artistic accomplishments are remarkable in their own right, 
this analysis highlights how they advance creative avenues for empowering girls 
and other women in defying gender normalizing discourses. 

About  the  Artists  
As this section will illustrate, the biographical context of each artist elucidates 

her path to pursuing painting and/or photography. Baya was born in 1931 in 
Bordj-el-kiffan, which was a relatively undeveloped coastal town just outside of 
Algiers in the Kabylie region of northern Algeria. She lost both parents to poverty 
and illness by the age of eleven after which her paternal grandmother, a domestic 
worker in colonial homes, cared for her. Residing in Algiers at the time, 
Frenchwoman Marguerite Caminat (to whom Baya refers as Marguerite) adopted 
her shortly after and fostered her passion for art. However, she did not provide her 
with formal schooling. Yet even as a self-taught painter and thanks to 
Marguerite’s Franco-Algerian contacts, Baya received acclaim across the 
Mediterranean for her distinctive gouaches. In 1947, the Galerie Maeght held an 
exhibition for her in Paris, showcasing her colorful and unique portrayal of 
women, animals, and vegetation. This marked the début of the sixteen-year-old’s 
forty-year career in the Franco-Arab art world. Although she passed away on 
November 9th, 1998 in Blida, Algeria, she remains an internationally recognized 
artist today (Silem n.p.). 

Working not only with paint, but also with photography, interior design, and 
calligraphy, Essaydi entered the international art scene after completing a 
trajectory that differs significantly from Baya’s on account of her socioeconomic 
position. Born in Marrakech, Morocco in 1956, Essaydi grew up in an Arab-
Muslim harem household, recalling that some of her most cherished moments 
were watching her father paint “peaceful landscapes and flowers and very nice 
things” (Abbaspour 52). Her privileged status facilitated her access to formal 
studies in the visual arts. She moved to France to study at the École des Beaux-
Arts, where she met her spouse-to-be. After marrying and raising her children in 
Saudi Arabia, she chose to pursue her BFA (1999) and MFA (2003) in the U.S. 
There, she started her career as a painter before switching to photography 
(Abbaspour 52). Fascinated and inspired by the beauty of Orientalist paintings, 
she incorporates identical themes into her art. Yet she simultaneously perceives 
the extent to which Western stereotypes about Arab women persist in the twenty-
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Futamura 249 

first century. Compelled to disabuse her publics of their vision of these 
misrepresented female subjects, she photographically recomposes Orientalist 
masterpieces to play with and question fetishistic and possessive male gazes that 
target North African and Middle Eastern women today (El-Shaarawi n.p.). 

Framing the Art  
As Baya’s and Essaydi’s biographical sketches reveal, their transnational 

encounters—whether during France’s colonial presence or due to their scholastic 
pursuits overseas—launched their professional trajectories. Their original artwork 
not only attracts a global audience, but also makes both Western and Arab publics 
aware of how they view Maghrebi women. While this article offers a postcolonial 
feminist reading of such conditioned gazes, it reconsiders the Saidian notion of 
Orientalism by teasing apart the rigid colonizer-colonized binary. I use the term 
Orientalism as defined by Edward Said, yet I consider how Baya’s and Essaydi’s 
artwork also encompasses the hybrid reality expressed by nineteenth-century 
European painters. For example, given the bridging of cultures that took place 
during the French colonial expansion, a “‘third space’ of representation and 
encounter” emerged from Orientalist paintings (Guégan 23). European painters 
like Jean-Léon Gérôme, Eugène Delacroix, and Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres 
combined their imagination with North African architecture and decorative styles, 
consequently producing culturally blended representations. I likewise read Baya’s 
and Essaydi’s artwork as a figurative site of cross-cultural convergence. 

Given that the female gaze and feminine space are the focal point of Baya’s 
and Essaydi’s works, this analysis also draws on what Jansen illustrates in her 
book, Girl on Girl. Composed of a diverse selection of photographs by 
international women artists, this publication introduces a “multiplicity of its 
portrayals of women,” according to Zing Tsjeng (“Foreword” 7). Qualifying the 
female gaze as “corrective,” Tsjeng alludes to its potential of awakening publics 
to their own culturally prescribed biases about how to look at women (“Foreword” 
7). Similarly, this article explores how Baya’s gouaches and Essaydi’s 
photographs sensitize their viewers—Arab and Western, women and men—to 
how they behold Maghrebi women. 

Lastly, given Baya’s and Essaydi’s disparate backgrounds, this article 
examines their culturally and socioeconomically specific female gaze. As 
Chandra Talpade Mohanty stresses, given the political and economic pressures 
that inevitably determine individual as well as collective agency, it is essential to 
utilize an “analytic framework that is attentive to the micropolitics of everyday 
life as well as to the macropolitics of global economic and political processes” 
(509). Although not immediately evident if judging solely by Baya’s and 
Essaydi’s artistic accomplishments, when one contemplates the types of resources 
and opportunities that would be available to an Arab-Kabyle orphan girl born in 
a rural suburb of Algiers in pre-independent Algeria as opposed to an Arab girl 
born into a wealthy family in Marrakech in post-independent Morocco, one can 
imagine the diametrically opposed circumstances of each individual. Without 
considering how such factors could influence their circumstances, this analysis 
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250 Women in French Studies 

would grossly minimize the significance of their personal struggles, 
accomplishments, and impact on their respective publics. 

Drawing on this theoretical framework, I analyze how Baya’s and Essaydi’s 
artwork not only cultivates a space of encounters—between cultures, classes, 
media, and gazes—but also constitutes a creative tool for subverting stereotypes 
and gender-bound norms attributed to Maghrebi women. 

With(out)  Words  
While some may judge verbosity and gender to be correlated, the 

abovementioned biographical portraits offer contextualized insight into the lack 
or abundance of Baya’s and Essaydi’s self-commentary with respect to their 
artwork. For example, Baya’s vagrant upbringing and socioeconomically 
disadvantaged situation as an orphan girl help to partially explain her unschooled 
status. Yet even under Marguerite’s guardianship, which provided her with an 
Algerian tuteur, she acquired minimal literacy. Moreover, described as a person 
of few words, her private nature compounded the scarcity of her feedback on her 
artwork (Peyrissac 15). The few interviews that she granted shed some light onto 
her inspiration to paint. One representative comment is: “Je le ressens et je le mets 
sur le papier. Ça me fait plaisir, mais je ne peux pas dire pourquoi ma peinture est 
comme ceci ou cela” (Ferhani 19). Receiving such minimal verbal input, the 
viewer is left to speculate on the content of her pictures. 

Without words, but with a plethora of images and colors, Baya recreates a 
world of women that hints at her Kabyle-Berber background and lived 
circumstances. A fellow Algerian artist, Ali Silem, particularly notices her 
allusions to her Kabyle-Berber heritage through her choice of colors: “[. . .] les 
couleurs, particulièrement celles des robes, appartiennent à la tradition berbère” 
(Silem n.p.). For example, the elaborate herringbone motif with which Baya 
adorns the cobalt-blue one-piece in Femme robe à chevrons

1 mimics decorative 
styles found in traditional Kabyle weavings and women’s costumes. Although 
Baya does not explain her choice of particular patterns, her aesthetic originality 
reflects her individuality as an artist, just as Kabyle designs serve to distinguish 
the corresponding Berber tribe from the dominant (Arab) culture (Vincentelli 125-
26). Yet instead of confining herself to geometric patterns and non-figural shapes, 
she includes figural representation characteristic of Western art. As in the 
culturally hybrid Orientalist paintings described above, her artwork also evokes 
the notion of trans-civilizational encounter—to which Khatibi refers as “bi-

pictura” in his essay Art contemporain arabe—while preserving the specificity of 
her feminine experience (20).2 

In contrast to Baya’s reserve, Essaydi offers several artist statements to 
explain her artwork, whether through interviews or in publications. She admits, 
for example, to admiring Orientalist works, like Ingres’s La Grande Odalisque 

and Delacroix’s Femmes d’Alger dans leur appartement (Femmes d’Alger). By 
echoing these masterpieces in her photographs, she pays homage to them. The 
sociocultural amendments that she makes, however, reflect her intention to correct 
her viewers’ preexisting misconceptions about harem women, while 
simultaneously referencing her lived experiences in Morocco: “I want to stress 
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Futamura 251 

that I do not intend my work simply as a critique of either culture, Arab or 
Western. I am going further than mere critique to a more active, even subversive, 
engagement with cultural patterns, in order to get beyond stereotypes and convey 
my own experience as an Arab woman” (Essaydi, “Introduction” 13). 

The most striking personal touch that Essaydi adds to her photographs to 
illustrate her Moroccan girlhood experiences is the Arabic script that she tattoos 
with henna onto the various visible surfaces, whether skin, clothing, drapes or 
walls. As in Islamic calligraphic art, words decorate the reconfigured feminine 
spaces and subjectivities, thus captivating and bewildering her viewers. The text 
envelops the bodies and décor of her staged spaces, a second “veil” that she 
frequently renders illegible. She elaborates: “[t]he text is written in an abstract, 
poetic style, so that it acquires a universality which reaches beyond cultural 
borders. But the text inscribed on the women is deliberately indecipherable, 
invented forms that allude to kufic calligraphy, but yield little access to 
information” (Errazzouki n.p.). The impenetrability of the reinvented script serves 
not simply to symbolically shield the women from public view, but also to equip 
them with the agency to challenge the normative gaze: “[the women] are covered 
by strong and challenging messages inscribed on every surface of their skin and 
every space they occupy” (El Saadawi 79). However, by sharing autobiographical 
details and explanations regarding her work, she compensates for the cryptic text 
that shrouds her photographs while raising awareness among her publics about 
their complicity in the gaze they project upon Maghrebi women. 

Girlhoods  through the Female Gaze 
With(out) words, Baya and Essaydi depict Maghrebi women of Kabyle-

Berber and/or Arab heritage through their female gaze. In both cases, their 
artwork features the theme of girlhood. Baya’s pre-marriage gouaches (pre-1953) 
and Essaydi’s photographs allude to their youth, whether through references to a 
long-lost mother reincarnated in a childhood dream or time spent in a private 
mosaic-tiled courtyard as an adolescent. Imaginary creatures and gigantic 
butterflies hovering next to colorfully dressed girls and women characterize many 
of Baya’s pre-1953 paintings as one might expect to find in children’s drawings. 
Nevertheless, given that a majority of her pictures suggest joy and optimism, they 
seem overly dissociated from the tragedy and sadness that had afflicted her youth. 
In order to make sense of this stark contrast, one must understand the therapeutic 
function that art offers her (Futamura, “Baya Revisited” 79). Painting becomes a 
means of forgetting the hardships surrounding her orphanhood and multiple 
adoptions, therefore equipping her with the ability to transcend them (Futamura, 
“Cendrillon” 68). She escapes into her visual reverie in order to forget reality and 
be happy: “Quand je peins, je suis heureuse, je suis dans un autre monde, j’oublie 
tout” (Ferhani 19). 

At the same time, Baya never abandons her ethnic heritage nor her memories 
of her deceased biological mother. The bright and intricately decorated dresses 
that clothe her women reference her Kabyle-Berber origins, while scenes of 
female figures clasping children, such as in Femme et enfant en bleu

3 (1947) and 
in Femme et oiseau bleu (1947), evoke her mother who had died holding Baya in 
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252 Women in French Studies 

her arms (Peyrissac 17). While the mother-and-child duo may exemplify 
subconscious allusions to her past, the two gouaches, Rêve de la mère I and Rêve 

de la mère II, poignantly indicate her desire to cling onto this dearly missed 
maternal presence. Vacillating between evasion and return, and imagination and 
anamnesis, her gouaches point to her trials and creative impulse from her 
childhood. 

Although Essaydi waited until her adult years, she too explores and recalls 
her childhood as she photographically rediscovers and documents a house that she 
associates with her youth in Marrakech: “the house is both a literal and 
psychological space, a space marked by memory” (Converging 26). Yet even if 
one is able to revisit the topographical site of memory, the actual process of 
remembering requires an anamnesis that draws on a fragmented past: a jumbled 
and overlapping amalgam of smells, sounds, sights, tastes, and emotions that the 
mind struggles to reorder into a chronological and coherent story. As Guégan 
points out, “[o]ur memory, moreover, is not made up of only personal stimuli. It’s 
a reconstruction, more complex sedimentation” (29). Imagination therefore plays 
an essential role. Accordingly, the physical locale that Essaydi links to her 
girlhood becomes “the space of the imagination, of self-recreation.” Her various 
travels overseas moreover equip her with a “very different perspective” (Essaydi, 
Converging 26). Norms that had once pervaded her youth take on a new 
significance. She reevaluates and intentionally underscores the gender-bound 
traditions that dictate her “proper” place (Essaydi, “Introduction” 12). The 
cleverly orchestrated trompe l’oeil gives the impression that the figure in Harem 

#18
4 is fading into her background yet consequently elicits a troubling message 

about her (in)visibility in Moroccan society. Although Essaydi creates 
aesthetically captivating scenes that encapsulate her girlhood experiences, she 
does so while subverting both Western stereotypes and Arab norms. 

Like Baya, Essaydi thus succeeds in retelling her girlhood story. Yet her 
photographic narrative reflects a reversed socioeconomic reality. Having been 
born into a harem, she enjoyed an upbringing amidst an extensive family with 
financial privilege and substantial opportunities. “Essaydi is herself from a well-
established family and approaches her work from a perspective of education, 
worldliness, sophistication, privilege as well as a woman” (Abbaspour 51). 
However, her family’s good standing and fortune could not insulate her from the 
challenges that she too encounters. Her artwork becomes “an exploration of [her] 
experience growing up as an Arab woman within Islamic culture, now seen from 
a very different perspective. It is the story of [her] quest to find [her] voice, the 
unique voice of an artist, not an attempt to present [her]self as a victim, which 
would deprive [her] of the very complexity [she] wish[es] to express” (Essaydi, 
Converging 26). As a case in point, the photograph Les femmes du Maroc #1

5 

imitates the spatial layout of Delacroix’s famous work Femmes d’Alger. Yet much 
like Assia Djebar’s identically entitled novel, the work challenges the Orientalist 
painter’s depiction of harem women as silent passive victims not only to their 
entrapment, but also to their portrayal as such. While preserving Delacroix’s 
representation of intersecting cultures, she combines his imagination with her 
lived experiences in order to question his Orientalizing fantasy. 
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Futamura 253 

Essaydi finds her voice through her photographs and subsequently 
reimag(in)es these feminine spaces with the goal of undermining gendered 
stereotypes and practices. An Essaydi-fication—or reconfiguration—of famous 
paintings such as Femmes d’Alger takes place. On the one hand, the photographer 
compositionally nods to nineteenth-century Orientalist works, recognizing the 
beauty and intrigue that they capture in their “‘third space’ of representation and 
encounter” (Guégan 23). Moreover, her reconstructed harem scenes remind her 
audiences of the forbidden yet stolen male gaze that would have been essential to 
the production of the original paintings. On the other, she personalizes them by 
infusing them with her childhood memories, lived realities, choreographic 
sensibility, and female gaze. She thus raises her public’s awareness of 
sociocultural queries surrounding Orientalism as well as of the notion of a 
spatially and vestmental-ly “proper” place for women (Essaydi, “Introduction” 
12). Although her photographs illustrate intersecting cultural perspectives and 
codes, they do not reproduce the submissive expressions, nude figures or erotic 
postures that Jérôme, Delacroix and Ingres feature on their canvases. Rather, the 
women’s direct and self-assured gazes, confident poses, and henna-scripted 
silhouettes communicate self-awareness and autonomy, as in Harem #2, where 
the female figure “openly returns the viewer’s gaze, lending an air of ownership 
and defying any presumption of compliance” (Katchka 100-01). Moreover, as 
Essaydi articulates, they visually broadcast their feminine subjectivity: “[t]hese 
women ‘speak’ through the language of femininity to each other and to the house, 
just as my photographs have enabled me to speak. Through these images, I am 
able to suggest the complexity of Arab female identity—as I have known it—and 
the tension between hierarchy and fluidity at the heart of Arab culture” (Essaydi, 
Converging 27). By projecting nonconformity within the frame of conformity, she 
draws attention to the gender-specific traditions of veils and harems. She 
acknowledges the practices and boundaries that defined her youth, nonetheless 
she simultaneously questions the binary of public-masculine and private-
feminine, and its corresponding implications. 

Windows  and Mirrors  
Baya and Essaydi therefore re-present North African girls and women in a 

way that “disrupt[s]” not only the Orientalist perspective canonized by famous 
works like Ingres’s La Grande Odalisque and Delacroix’s Femmes d’Alger, but 
also gendered norms that pervade Algeria and Morocco (Errazzouki n.p.; El-
Shaarawi n.p.). Yet each artist’s motivation and approach are unique. Given that 
Baya paints for herself rather than to please or critique her public, one might 
conclude that if she defies Orientalist representations of Maghrebi women, then 
she does so involuntarily. Her gouaches moreover resemble a window through 
which one can perceive extravagantly dressed women juxtaposed next to 
comparably ornate birds, butterflies, fantastical animals, and vegetation. 
Frequently pictured with a gleeful countenance, her female figures, as in Femme 

robe jaune fond blanc and Femme aux mains rouges (1947), appear to confidently 
live in the moment, whether dancing or posing. In paintings like Femmes robes 

roses fond jaune and Femme aux trois tapis (1947), the women lounge dreamily 
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indoors amidst decorative pillows and carpets with the same degree of 
lightheartedness. 

Baya’s gouache-windows moreover portray an exclusive realm of women 
and children since, aside from an occasional swaddled infant, the male figure is 
noticeably lacking. For this reason, Silem equates her imaginary feminine space 
to an “espace-harem d’où la présence de l’homme est exclue, mais pas celle des 
enfants” (n.p.). The uninhibited gazes of the women in Baya’s pictures suggest 
indifference to or the supposition that the male gaze is absent. This nonchalance 
moreover contrasts with Orientalist depictions of Maghrebi women who are often 
portrayed with averted expressions: “[Les femmes de Baya] ne baissent les yeux 
que pour s’approprier l’espace du bout d’une insolente prunelle. Elles ne 
regardent pas, fleurs de serre, les fabuleux jardins où elles éclosent, elles regardent 
hors-champ, le reste du monde. Elles regardent le monde les regarder,” as Berrah 
observes (n.p.). By directly engaging the world’s gaze, they communicate 
confidence and autonomy while also instilling hope in Algerian women to 
persevere in their “combat de femme,” as Djebar states in her essay “Le combat 
de Baya.” Baya’s orphaned girlhood, motherhood, and widowhood constitute her 
battlefield: a “désert algérien au féminin” par excellence (Djebar 17). But with 
her resilient character and inspiring artwork, she models courage and optimism 
for her fellow Algerian wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters as they face their 
own figurative desert, inspiring them take up their daily battle as adolescent girls 
and women. 

As in Baya’s paintings, women and their “espace-harem” are also the central 
focus of a majority of Essaydi’s photographs. Yet a sober and deliberate 
underlying tone prevails. The photographer explicitly reflects the Western 
imagination back at the viewer, like a mirror. In this way, her works successfully 
play with human narcissism, the inclination to look at and admire one’s reflection, 
whether visually or conceptually. In an interview she claims, “[t]he result will be 
to throw viewers back on themselves, so that they begin to see the dynamics of 
the Orientalist gaze” (Errazzouki n.p.). Yet this gaze is more complex than a mere 
reprojection of European fantasies on Western publics. Given Essaydi’s 
socioeconomic background and subsequent access to education in France and the 
U.S., her photography once again speaks to comparably privileged publics that 
would have collected, curated, viewed, and/or critiqued Orientalist works. 
Moreover, as Essaydi carefully underscores in her statements, her portrayal of 
veiled women also highlights the reactionary impulse among Arab men that 
resulted from the victimization and sexualization of Arab women by nineteenth-
century European painters. “When the West portrays Eastern women as sexual 
victims and Eastern men as depraved, the effect is to emasculate Eastern men, and 
to challenge the traditional values of honor and family. So Arab men feel the need 
to be even more protective of Arab women, preventing them from being targets 
of fantasy by veiling them” (Essaydi, “Introduction” 12-13). She thus captures 
both Western and Arab perspectives—a notion that she appropriately evokes in 
the title of her series, Converging Territories—and illustrates the interconnected 
cause and effect of male gazes at the Euro-Maghrebi crossroads. 
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Futamura 255 

If the visual content of Essaydi’s artwork subverts gender-specific 
objectifications and conventions, then the art-making process emphasizes the 
spirit of proactivity among women who resist the notion of being passive 
disempowered victims. As Essaydi claims, the time commitment and work that 
go into creating her photographs indicate their highly performative quality. The 
social nature of the preparations also alludes to the cultural significance and 
function of the interior space, subsequently reframing the female models as 
dynamic participants in their communal tasks. Since the application of henna on 
veils, walls, and bodies could last up to nine hours, the models and photographer 
would spend time together eating, singing, and storytelling (Essaydi, Converging 

26). Converging Territories #32
6 thus constitutes a sort of mise en abyme. In this 

picture, the women inscribe messages on eggs as they prepare for a wedding 
ceremony: a time for sharing convivial stories, songs, and laughter. In the same 
way, the art-chitectural space literally functions, as it would in this scene, as a 
venue for “camaraderie” among women. Yet in this case, it is in anticipation of 
their “feminist movement”: the photo shoot (Essaydi, Converging 26; Abbaspour 
51). 

Through the making and end-product of Essaydi’s photographs, she and her 
models contribute to the feminist mission of questioning stereotypes and cultural 
norms linked to their gender and corresponding “proper” place (Essaydi, 
“Introduction” 12). Moreover, they do so by conveying power in the very spaces 
that Western publics might categorically associate with female oppression. Their 
gazes, stances, and postures “mark their mastery of the domestic space” and 
simultaneously represent a collective voice (Guégan 32). Together, they speak out 
against the iconography that Western and Arab male gazes have imposed upon 
them whether as exotic sexual objects or guarded possessions. As mentioned 
above, the French colonial presence had undermined “traditional values of honor 
and family” in the Maghreb by eliminating gendered spaces. Seeking to restore 
cultural boundaries that would “protect [women] from the gaze of Orientalism,” 
Arab men imposed a stricter regulation of the visibility and movement of Arab 
women (Essaydi, “Introduction” 13). Consequently, Essaydi’s photographs, like 
Baya’s paintings, sensitize her Western and Arab audiences to the convoluted 
realities of how they view and situate North African women based on their 
preconceptions and ideologies. Intentional or not, the artwork of both artists 
ultimately challenges normalizing views about Maghrebi women and contribute 
to the negotiation and shifting of such mindsets. 

Despite Baya’s and Essaydi’s distinct cultural backgrounds and 
socioeconomic circumstances, their creative artwork offers a female gaze onto 
girlhood experiences of Maghrebi women. Whether with a lack or an 
overabundance of words, they stimulate dialogue surrounding their art and 
recreated feminine worlds. The lack of Baya’s commentary about her art limits 
her public’s understanding of the significance of the women, flora, and fauna that 
she portrays in her gouaches. Consequently, her silence provokes speculation 
among art critics, artists, and writers to fill the void. Like passers-by who glimpse 
Baya’s imaginary realm through the window frame of her gouaches, her viewers 
are left to interpret the scenes at their own discretion. Yet through her artwork and 
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resilience amidst her orphaned girlhood, motherhood, and widowhood, she instills 
hope among her female compatriots in overcoming their own “désert algérien au 
féminin.” In contrast, Essaydi’s photographs are inundated with words, generating 
both fascination and dépaysement among her viewers. Additionally, her numerous 
artist statements help redirect conclusions that diverge from the artist’s original 
intent. She informs us that her photographs mirror scenes of Western fantasies 
and possessive impulses of Arab men with respect to North African women. Yet 
through her photography, she finds her voice and recovers the subjectivity of the 
women and adolescent girls that she depicts in order to challenge conventions 
imposed upon them. Through an optic of socioeconomic privilege, she and her 
models moreover reclaim, rather than reject, the private girlhood space by using 
a narrative of female empowerment and celebration. Baya’s and Essaydi’s 
portrayals of dynamic and empowered women therefore defy stereotypes and 
patriarchal traditions while alluding to Kabyle-Berber and Islamic art through 
their choice of colors, geometric patterns, and calligraphic script. In doing so and 
in “speaking a language of femininity,” they creatively contribute their subversive 
gaze of Kabyle/Arab girl on Kabyle/Arab girl to the transnational “combat de 
femme.” 

Georgetown University 

Notes 

1 View Femme robe à chevrons by scrolling down to third image at following website: 
https://www.artcotedazur.fr/archives,302/en-ville,3/vallauris,295/baya-creatrice-chez-les-
surrealistes,6694.

2 See Futamura, “Cendrillon or Scheherazade” for more discussion of Khatibi’s 
concept of “bi-pictura” in Baya’s work. 

3 View Femme et enfant en bleu at following website: 
http://frenchculture.org/events/7331-baya-woman-algiers.

4 View Harem #18 at following website (second to last photograph): 
http://lallaessaydi.com/8.html.

5 View Les femmes du Maroc #1 at following website: 
http://www.artnet.com/artists/lalla-essaydi/les-femmes-du-maroc-1-a-
ykSBBGNsgKbXzz8VpK47Ug2.

6 View Converging Territories #32 by scrolling down to second image at following 
website: http://onorient.com/lorientalisme-dechu-par-lalla-essaydi-4795-20140319. 
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